2022-01-18 DuraCloud Contributor Call

Call Details

- Time: 11:00am Eastern Time (find your time here)
- Join Zoom meeting: https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/464034063?pwd=VHZtMTZVQk03ZFP0YWl1VW5qdEZlQT09
- 🌟 - Indicates who will be taking minutes

Attendees

- Bill Branan 🌟
- Nicholas Woodward
- Danny Bernstein
- Andy Foster
- Courtney C. Mumma
- Mark Cooper

Agenda

(If you have an agenda suggestion/addition, please leave a comment!)

1. LYRASIS News
2. Release 7.1 Deployment status
3. Next steps

Resources

JIRA

- Backlog
- Kanban board
- Priority issues list

DuraCloud documentation

1. User documentation (wiki)
2. Deployment documentation (github)

Minutes

- Bill moving to JHU
- Deployment for 7.1
  - LYRASIS: Everything but the Mill has been released and deployed
    - Issue with production release: Needed to verify that sticky sessions are turned on in order for login to work
    - Config for stick sessions require adjusting the load balancer target (JSESSIONID cookie)
    - Danny to start monitoring alerts. Seems to be a lot of noise.
    - Danny to deploy the Mill docker deployment
  - TDL: Deployed MC and DuraCloud into dev, scheduled to get this into production next week
- Mill deployment update
  - PR for Docker: https://github.com/duracloud/mill/pull/50
  - PR for Terraform: Danny to create PR from this branch: https://github.com/dbernstein/duracloud-aws-deployer
- Upcoming sprints
  - Focus on maintenance for now
  - Are we looking for more features or simplification?
  - Any must-haves?
    - Staying ahead of things that will break the system
    - Keeping up with security issues
    - One part of the UI that should be fixed: storage stats (not broken, just becomes less useful over time)
    - Should really look at updating javascript library
  - Perhaps UI or javascript-only sprint?
  - Tagline 2022: “Avoiding Obsolescence”?
  - Need to keep track of security issues
- Danny to take over contributor call organization (monthly)